
² Phase behavior becomes abnormal in nanopores due to nanoconfinement effects:

² The interactions among nanoconfined phase change behavior, two-phase flow dynamics, 
and multicomponent transport remain unknown.

Dynamic pore-network modeling of compositional flow 
and nanoconfined phase behavior in shale rocks
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I. A new dynamic pore-network model for two-phase flow, multicomponent transport, and 
nanoconfined phase behavior.

II. The model allows for simulating complex interactions among two-phase flow, 
multicomponent transport, and phase behavior in multiscale nanopore networks.

Pore-network modeling framework
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The extracted network 
replicates: 
üconnectivity
üsize distribution
üvolume
üsurface area
üshape factor

Shale gas/oil production

Single pore physics
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ü capillary pressure at oil-gas interface (𝑃!)

ü competitive adsorption on the solid surface Gas
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Knowledge gaps

²w/o phase change (fingering patterns)

²w/ phase change (fingering patterns are suppressed)

²How can we formulate a new thermodynamic model to quantify the phase 
behavior of fluid mixtures in a single nanopore?

²Can we develop a pore-scale modeling framework to quantify the interactions 
among two-phase flow, multicomponent transport, and phase behavior in the 
complex pore structures in shale rocks.

²Mass transport between neighboring pores

²Thermodynamic equilibrium inside a single pore

²Representing the pore structure

Summary
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